ENHANCED AUDIO
REVIEW EXPERIENCE
Overcome audio discovery challenges with a complete solution
to process, search, review, and produce

Today, more than ever, financial institutions create and preserve massive amounts of audio
data from trade floor recordings, stored voicemails, and other sources.
This audio data is discoverable in litigation and regulatory investiinfo@consilio.com
www.consilio.com

gations, creating significant challenges for corporations and their
external counsel due to the sheer size of audio files and to the
proprietary formats in which that audio is generated and

stored. These challenges complicate discovery workflows,
adding substantial cost and delay.

To meet these challenges, Consilio built the Enhanced
Audio Review experience based on years of supporting some of the largest global financial and
banking institutions and their external counsel.

ACCELERATE REVIEWS
AND LOWER COSTS

Accelerates
reviews and
lowers costs without
sacrificing accuracy
and quality
Simplifies the complexity
common in audio reviews
from beginning to end

Provides unmatched expertise in
managing global, multilingual audio matters

Our market-leading technology and capabilities save money and optimise the review
from start to finish.
Specifically, clients can:
• Increase reviewer efficiency.

With our enhanced online streaming audio player, reviewers see the visual waveform
representation of the audio file, allowing them to jump directly to the sections where
speech can be found. Additionally, reviewers can speed up the playback and skip
forward 10 seconds in one click during slow portions.

• Avoid the review of silent sections of audio.

Improve reviewer productivity with our innovative audio trimming technology that removes non-talk segments of the collected recording.

• Optimise workflows.

Dramatically cut the cost of review through phonetic searching and review of potentially relevant audio files based on the presence of phonetic search hits.

SIMPLIFY THE PRACTICE
OF AUDIO DISCOVERY
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Consilio’s innovative review platform offers unparalleled solutions to the complex problems
posed by audio discovery. Our solution aligns with our clients’ needs by providing:
•

 nified discovery platform. Full integration of Nexidia’s phonetic search technology
U
into our review platform, Global RPM® streamlines the eDiscovery workflow for both
audio and non-audio content. Clients only have one hosted database with one set
of user logins, one set of assignments, one tag pallet, one security protocol, and one
search engine. No other provider in the market has integrated with Nexidia as deeply
as Consilio.

•

Ability to handle proprietary codecs. Consilio can process more than 40 varieties of
audio files, including numerous proprietary codecs.

•

 calable technology. Our solution scales horizontally to avoid network bandwidth botS
tlenecks, application latency, and storage limitations that our clients tell us are common
when doing large scale audio reviews in other platforms.

Reviewers see the waveform and jump to sections
where speech is found

Innovative audio trimming removes
non-talk segments, avoiding review of
silent sections

Phonetic searching dramatically cuts
cost of review by identifying presence
of phonetic search hits

RELY ON DECISIVE CONSULTING WITH UNMATCHED
GLOBAL EXPERTISE
Consilio offers a truly global solution. We maintain enterprise-class data centers in all of the world’s key financial
markets, and we understand the data privacy challenges and
cross-jurisdictional complexities of global reviews.
Our expertise includes:
• Experienced project managers. Our certified team

is an extension of your team and is highly experienced in supporting audio review workflows. Project
managers consult clients on how best to approach
audio reviews and get the best results from technology, in addition to making sure reviews stay on track.

• Global reach, fast response. Our Enhanced Audio Re-

view solution is pre-integrated and fully deployed into
our data centers, which have already passed the most
stringent security audits of the largest global banks.
As a result, we can respond quickly to the eDiscovery
needs of financial institutions around the world.

One of the largest
global banks
turned to Consilio when it needed an eDiscovery provider
capable of managing an audio review project with a 33-terabyte corpus that contained significant portions of non-talk
segments within Speakerbus audio files. This client required
a provider that could increase reviewer efficiency, support a
300-person concurrent review team, and expedite the project.
With our innovative technology, we identified and trimmed 18
aggregate years of empty non-talk time from the collection. We
also developed numerous enhancements, including the ability
to download trimmed audio files and speed up playback to
improve reviewer efficiency.

